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ABSTRACT 
Two new classes of matrices are introduced, containing hermitian positive semi- 
definite matrices and M-matrices. The relation to other well-known classes uch as ti 
and T-matrices and weakly sign symmetric matrices is examined, and invariance 
properties are shown. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many of the matrices arising in applications, as for example the numerical 
solution of differential equations or optimization, belong to one of the 
following two classes: 
(1) hermitian positive semidefinite matrices, 
(2) M-matrices. 
It is therefore very useful to find a unified treatment of these two classes. 
We introduce two new classes of matrices, R ,,,,I$,,,, defined by de- 
terminantal inequalities, that contain all matrices t 6 at are c-equivalent to a 
hermitian positive semidefinite matrix or an M-matrix. We examine the 
relationship between R Cnj, V&, , and other well-known classes containing 
M-matrices and hermitian positive semidefinite matrices: the w- and r-matrices 
and the weakly sign symmetric matrices. We show that, with respect to a 
certain partial order, Vcn ) is the minimal subclass of 7(,,) containing M-matrices 
and hermitian positive semidefinite matrices and is the maximal diagonally 
invariant subclass of r(,, ( i.e. invariant under addition with nonnegative and 
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multiplication by positive diagonal matrices). Furthermore, we give a neces- 
sary condition on the minimal real eigenvalues of a matrix in VCn,. 
2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
By IR (C), we denote the real (complex) field; by Iw”, n (Cm* “), the real 
(complex) m X n matrices. W ‘,i = : R “, CR’ = : C “. For a positive integer n, 
we set (n):={l,2,...,n}. For AEC”,” and p,v~(n), p,v#0, we 
denote by A[l@] the matrix [aij] E CIpl,I”I, where i EEL, j E v, and 1~1 
denotes the cardinality of p. For /J = v we set A[p]: = A[p]p], and for t E W, 
A, [p] : = (A - tZ)[p], where Z denotes the identity matrix. By r_r( A) we 
denote the spectrum of A, and by p(A): = max{ (Xllh E o(A)} the spectral 
radius of A. Furthermore we set 
Z(A): = min(a(A)nW) if a(A)nW ~0, 
cc otherwise. 
Now we give a list of classes of matrices that are considered in this paper. 
DEFINITION 1. A matrix A = [aij] EC”,” is called 
(1) a Zm~trix (A E “(“,) if A = CUZ - B, with a! E R and B a nonnegative 
matrix (B > 0), 
(2) anM-matrir(AEM~,))ifA=cwZ-B,withB>,Oand(Y~P(B), 
(3) tot&y nonnegative (A E T(,>) if for all p, v c (n), IpI= Iv1 # 0, we 
have det A[p]v] 2 0, 
(4) hermitian (A E SG,) if aij = iiji Vi, j E (n), where aij denotes the 
complex conjugate of a i j, 
(5) hitin positive semidefinite (A E S<,,>) if A is hermitian and 
x*Ax >, 0 Vx E C n \ {0}, 
(6) weakly sign symmetric (A E KC, ) if ‘iv, p c (n) with 0 # (/.J( = Iv1 = 
1~ f~ vi+1 we have det A[p]v]det A[vlpj)> 0, 
(7) an o-matrix(AEo(,))~Z(A[~])<oo V~G (n), ~#0, and Z(A[p]) 
Q Z(A[vl) VP, v E (n), 0f v E P, 
(8) a wnatrix (A E T(,,) if A E q,,) and Z(A): = Z(A[(n)])> 0, 
(9) an R-matrix (A E R<,>) if for all p, v G (n), CL, v ~0, and all t E R 
such that all principal minors of A, [p] are nonnegative, 
detA,[p]detA,[v]>detA,[pUv]detA,[pnv], 
where we use the convention det A[ la]: = 1, 
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(10) a V-matrix (A E I&,) if A E R(,) and det A[p] > 0 vp G (n). 
In order to examine the relationship between all these classes in a more 
general way, we use the following definition (e.g., Engel and Schneider [3]). 
DEFINITION 2. 
(a) Let n be an integer, n > 2. A sequence of distinct integers (ii,. . . , ik) 
withi,E(n) VZ=l,..., k, k > 2, is called a cycle. For A = [aij] E C n,n and 
acycley=(i,,..., ik), we call r&A) = u,~~,u~,~, . . . uiki, a cyclic product. 
(b) For A, BE C”sn, A = [aij], B = [bij], we say A ; B (A is c-equivu- 
ht to B) if 
(i) rr(A) = 7~y( B) for all cycles y in (n), 
(ii) uii=biiVi=l,...,n. 
(c) For a class of matrices A(,> c C”*“, we set 
A;,,:= 
( 
AEC”*“]3BEA<,)withB;A . 
> 
3. RELATION BETWEEN THE CLASSES OF MATRICES 
We now show how all the above-defined classes are related: 
THEOREM 1. 
(1) %Q = %) 
%d = %) I c v (“) = VT”) c 7<“) n KC”) c i 7(n) = 7h K(*) = qn, 
and for n > 2 all inclusions are strict. 
Proof. In both schemes the inclusion from the first to the second column 
holds trivially. The inclusions MC,) c V(,,, and Zi,,, c R(,,) are direct conse- 
quences of Theorem 3 in Me rmann 6 [7] or Proposition 1 in Fan [4]. 
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Srnj c V(“, follows by a result of Gantmacher and Krein [5, p. 1111. Since by 
definition R(,> = { x E C n,” ]3t E R such that x + tZ E V(,,>}, it also follows 
that S?;,C c R(,>. That V(nj c T(,> fl KC,,) follows by Theorem 3.12 in Engel 
and Schneider [3, p. 1631 and Theorem 2 in Hershkowitz and Berman [6]. n 
REMARK. Carlson [2, p. 1251 states that if A is singular and totally 
nonnegative, then V’t > 0 A + tZ is in K,,,. Based on this result, we originally 
thought that also Ten 
i 
c V(,,,. But this does not hold, as the following 
counterexample to Car son’s statement shows: Let 
Then,AET(,)andAissingular,buttakingt=~,wegetthatA=A+tZ4 
K(,), since 
detA[ {1,2}]{2,3}]detA[ {2,3}({1,2}] = -4~0. 
Thus, T(,> ct V(,+ 
As shown in Mehrmann [7], it is possibIe to characterize 
M&,7 Z&,7 T(?I,Y ~(n>.V& B(,>, K(*> b the same generalized Fan inequal- Y 
ity. We use this inequality to introduce a partial order on classes of matrices. 
DEFINITION 3.
(i) Let A(,,) C C”*“, n >, 2. Let k, be the maximal integer such that for 
any collection of k, pairwise different subsets pr,... ,pk, of (n), for all 
A E A(,), and for all t E V, = {t E R ]all principal minors of A,[Uf~rp~] are 
nonnegative}, the following generalized Fan inequality holds: 
(ii) For classes 
Then we set 
A(,), B<,, = C”,“, let kA: k, be the associated integers. 
A(,) I B(,, if k,< k,. 
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Then we have for the classes considered: 
PROPOSITION 1. 
(i) k, = k, = 2”. 
(ii) k, = k, = k, = 2. 
(iii) k, = k, = 1. 
Proof (i) follows by Theorem 3, Mehrmann [7] or Proposition 1, Fan [4]. 
(ii): See Fan [4, p. 481, and the definition of R(,,,V(,,. 
(iii): Apply Theorem 3.12 and Example 7.1 of Engel and Schneider [3]. w 
Thus we have the following ordering between the classes considered: 
COROLLARY 1. 
(ii) V(“) i.s the minimal subclass of r(,) n KC,,) containing MT,>, SF,,,. 
Proof. Consider the numbers given in Proposition 1. n 
3. DIAGONAL INVARIANCE 
It is of general interest to know whether the classes defined in Section 2 
stay invariant under addition and multiplication with nonnegative and with 
positive diagonal matrices, respectively. 
DEFINITION 3. Let A(,,) Cc”,“. we say that A(,) is 
(i) +diugonully invariant if A + D E A(,,) for all A E A(,,) and all D 
nonnegative diagonal, 
(ii) ~diagonully invariant if DA E A(,) for all A E A<,,) and all D 
positive diagonal, 
(iii) diagonally invariant if A is +-diagonally invariant and -diagonally 
invariant. 
Before we give a complete list of which of our classes (l), (2), . . . , (10) are 
diagonally invariant, we need some lemmata: 
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LEMMA 1. Let A E ucnj and t E R. Then, the following are equivalent 
(i) all principal minors of A - tZ are nonnegative, 
(ii) t G Z(A)= min{a(A)nR}. 
Proof. By definition, no principal minor of A,, for t < Z(A), is negative. 
Hence, t < Z(A) implies (i). 
The other direction is shown by induction on n. n = 1 is clear. Thus, 
assume that for a.lI A E u(“), (i)- (ii). Let A E oC,+rj, and let t E R such 
that all principal minors of A, are nonnegative. By our inductive assumption, 
Suppose 
j,rn~;IjZ(A[(n+l)\{j}])) with detA;[(n+l)]>O. 
Then there has to exist a t E (Z(A), t) where 
but this is a contradiction, since 
$wR n+l>l)= -] 
‘E 
~~+l,detA~[(n+l)\{~}l 
<o for all 
LEMMA 2. Let A E C ‘3 *. Let 
t E (Z(A), i). n 
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and 
0 
1 
di 
1 
0 
1 
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4-i. 
Then,forall~~(n)andforalliEp, 
(a) det(A + Di)t[p] = det A,[p]+ d,det A,[p \ {i}], 
(b) det(D,A),[E.c] = d,det A,[p]+(di - 1)tdet A,[p \ {i}]. 
Proof. Apply the expansion of the determinant by the ith row. n 
LEMMA 3. Let A E T<,,, and kt 
Di = 
1 
0 
1 
di 
1 
0 
with l>d,>O. Thenforalli~(n),wehme 
(a) u(DiA[p])nW +@ VP c (n), p ~0; 
@) Z(DiA)E[O,Z(A)], andif Z(A)#Z(A[(n)\{i}]), then Z(DiA) is the 
only eigenualue of Di A in the intmal [0, Z(A)]. 
Proof. (a): Let p c (n), and w.1.o.g. assume i E p [otherwise (a) holds 
trivially]. Then, by Lemma 2(b), for t = Z(A[p]) we get det DiAi[p] = $di - 
1)det Ai[p \ {i}] < 0. For t = 0 we get det DiA,[p] = d,det A[p] 2 0. 
Hence, there exists t E [0, Z( A[p])] with det D, A,[p] = 0. Therefore, (a) 
holds. 
(b): For t < 0 we have 
detDiA,[(n)]=didetA,[(n)]+t(di-l)detA,[(n)\{i}] >O. 
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Therefore, Z(D,A) E [0, Z(A)]. It remains to show that, if Z(A) # I( A[( n) \ 
{ i }I), then Z(D,A) is th e only eigenvalue of DiA in [0, Z(A)]. The function 
tdet A, [ (n) \ { i }] is strictly concave or linear in [0,1(A)] with roots at 0 and 
Z(A[(n)\{i}])>Z(A) (if (n)\{i}#0). This follows immediately by ob- 
serving that for t < Z(A), 
is strictly decreasing or constant and nonnegative for all k = 0,. . . , n. This 
implies that det DiA,[(n)] = d,det A,[(n)]+(d, - 1)tdet A,[(n) \ { i}], as 
a linear combination of a strictly decreasing (or constant) and a strictly 
concave (or linear) function can have only one root in [0, I( A)]. w 
LEMMA 4. Let A E V(,,,, and let 
1 
Di: = 
0 
1 
di 
0 
1 
hi, 
l_ 
with 12 d, > 0. Then DiA E r(,,,. 
Proof Applying Theorem 3.12 of Engel and Schneider [3, p. 1631 and 
Lemma 1, we have to show that for all Z.L c (n), ZJ # 0, all t < Z((D,A)[p]), 
andall jEp, 
det(DiA),[PI ~det(DiA),[~~\(j)ldet(DiA),[(j}I. (1) 
(a) i = j. Applying Lemma 2(b), we get that (1) is equivalent to 
detA,[~]~detA,[E”\{j}](ajj-t). (2) 
By Lemma 3,Z((DiA)[p]) < Z(A[p]); thus (2) holds ford t G Z((DiA)[Pl)* 
since A E I’,,*,. 
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(b) i # j. In this case (1) is equivalent to 
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yt( -detA,[p\{i}]+detA,[p\{(i,j}] (ajj-t)) 
> -detA,[~\{(}](ajj-t)+detA,[p]. (3) 
Since t < Z( Di A[ p]), it follows that det D, A,[p] > 0. This implies 
ytdetA,[p\{i}] > -detA,[p], 
I 
and since Z(D,A[p])< Z(A[p])< Z(A[p \ {i}]), then either 
4-lt, detA,bL] 
di ’ detA,[p\{i}] 
if tzZ(A[/~\{(i}]) 
or (3) holds trivially. Thus in the first case it suffices to show 
detA”‘l (detA,[p\{i,j}](ajj-t)-detA,[y\(i}]). 
’ detA,[p\{i}] 
But for t < a jj, this is equivalent to 
detA,[p]detA,[p\{&j}] ~detA,[~\{~}]detA,[~\{(}], 
which holds for all t < Z( A [ p]). n 
Now we have the following list of results on diagonal invariance: 
THEOREM 2. 
(i) V(,,, is diagonally invariant. 
(ii) MC,) and MT,, are diagonally invariant. 
(iii) Kc,,) is -diagonally invariant, but not +diagonuZly invariant, for 
n b 3. 
(iv) Stn, is diagonally invariant, and SC,) is + diagonally invariant, but 
not -diagonally invariant, for n > 2. 
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69 qI, and T<“, are *diagonally invariunt, but not +diagonully in- 
variant, for n > 3. 
(vi) r(,,>, for n > 3, is neither +diugonully invariant nor ~diagonully 
invariant. 
Proof. We first prove part (ii)-( 
(ii) follows directly from the M-matrix characterizations (e.g. Berman and 
Plemmons [l, p. 140, p. 149). 
(iii): Take 
] and D=[i i i]. 
Then A E KC,,) but A + D e Kc,), since 
det(A+ D)[{l,2}det(A+ D)[{1,3}] =1296 
and 
det(A+ Dj[{l,2,3}]detAl[{1}] ~1296.67. 
The multiplicative invariance follows trivially by definition. 
(iv): It is trivial to show that SC,,> and St,,> are +-diagonally invariant. For 
A E SC,,) and D positive diagonal, DA is in general not hermitian; hence SC,) 
is not .-diagonally invariant, but D-1/2DAD’/2 = D’/2AD”2 is in SC,) and 
c-equivalent to DA. Hence, ST,,, is diagonahy invariant. 
(v): .-diagonal invariance follows by definition. For A E T(,>, n 2 3, there 
always exists a submatrix 
[ 
ai-l.i ai-l,i+l 
aii ai,i+1 I 
such that by adding a diagonal matrix with sufficiently large d i, this minor 
becomes negative. Let A E T&,, n z 3, and a,,~,,# 0. Then VBET~,,), 
B = [ bi j] ; A, we have 
b bl3 det b12 
[ 1 22 b, <” b,, > 0, b31> 0, 
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and 
0 G det 
= a12a23a31 - a22u13u31’ 
By adding a diagonal matrix, we can increase uz (and therefore also b,) so 
that 
b b 
bE+d2 bz -b3’<0 1 
without changing the cyclic products b31b13, b12bBb3,. Hence, A + D, G TT,,,. 
(vi): An example for A E To,, and D nonnegative diagonal such that 
A + D +Z r(,,, was given by Varga [9]. For the multiplicative case, take the 
following r&-ices: 
Then DA G r ,,), 
Now we s 6 
since I( DA) = 2.698 > 2. 
ow (i). In a first step, we show that for any 
Di = 
I 
di +i with O-cd,<1 
1 
0 
and for any A E I$“,, we have DiA E Vcn,. In order to do this, we have to 
show that for aU CL, v c (n) and all t G Z(D,A[p u v]), 
det(D,A),[CLUv]det(DiA),[~nv]~det(DiA),[EL]det(D,A),[vI. (4) 
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(a) iE/.4fIv. Then we have to show that for all p, v G (n) and all 
t<Z(D,A[~Uv]), we havef,,,(d,,t)>O, where 
x[detA,[p\{i}]detD,[v\{i}] 
+y[detA,[p\{i}]detA,[v] 
1 
+detA,[p]detA,[v\{i}] 
-detA,[(puv)\{i}]detA,[pnv] 
-detA,[~nv\{i}]detA,[~uv]] 
+detA,[p]detA,[v]-detA,[puv]detA,[pnv]. 
For fixed t, $,,(di, t) is a quadratic in (di - l)/di E ( - m,O]. For (di - 
l)/di = 0, we have 
for all t =G Z(A[p U v]). H ence,f,,,(l,t)>O for all t <Z(D,A[pUv])< Z(A[y 
u v]), by Lemma 3. Now f,, ,(di,O) > 0 trivially; thus, w.l.o.g., in the rest of 
the proof we assume t # 0. For 
di-l _ detA,[pUv] 
di tdetA,[(puv)\{i}] 
and all t G Z(D,A[p U v]), we have 
f,,v(dizt)= detA,[d -
i 
detA,[pUv] 
detA,[(puvY)\{i]] 
detA,[p\{iI] 
detA,[pUv] 
detA,[(~uvV)\{f]] 
detA,[v\{i}] >O. 
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For t < Z(A[p U v]) and 
d,-1 detA,bL] 
d. 1 t= - detA,[p\{i}] 
detA,[pUv] 
’ - detA,[(pUv)\{i}] ’ 
we have 
de% bl detAhUv]- detA Lp,iill detA,[(puv)\{i}] t 
detA,bl 
detA,b\f]] 
detA,[pnv\{i}] 
Therefore, since 4, ,,( d i, t) is a quadratic in (d i - 1)/d i for any t, we have 
that &,,(di, t) 2 0 for t < Z(A[p U v]) and 
d.-1 
?a 
detA,[puv] 
detA,[(pUv)\{i}] ’ 
This,togetherwithLemma4,impliesthatf,,Jd,,t)~OVt ~Z(DiA,[puu]). 
(b) i4pnv. w.l.0.g. we assume i Ep, i 4 v. (For i Gp U v, there is 
nothing to show.) We have to show that f,, .(d i, t ) a 0, where 
JJdi,t)=vt 
t 
X(detA,[p\{i}]detA,[v] 
-detA,[(pUv)\{i}]detA,[pnv]) 
+detA,[p]detA,[v]-detA,[~uv]detA,[~nv]. 
This is a linear function in (d i - 1)/d i. For t 6 I( A [ p U v]) and 
di-1 _ _ detA,[pUv] 
di detA,[(pUv)\{i}] ’ 
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we have 
det A,[v] 
~,~‘di’t’=detA,[(p~v)\{i}] 
By Lemma 4 then,f,,,(di,t)>O for alI t <Z(D,A[pu v]). 
(a), (b) together imply that DiA E V(,,) for all positive diagonal Di with 
O<di~1.Therefore,forallD=diag(d,,...,d,)withO<di~1Vi=1,...,n, 
we have DA = D, * * * D,A E VC”,, Hence, VD positive diagonal, DA = 
(l/a)DaA E V(“,, where a = maxi E (nl { di}, since aA E Vcn, for all a > 0. It 
remains to show that for all A E V(,,, and ail nonnegative diagonal D, 
A + D E V<,,,. We reduce this to the multiplicative case. Since Vcn, is closed, 
wemayassumethatD>O.ThenA+D=D(D-lA+Z).Then 
Corollary 1 and Theorem 2 show that a lot more of the structure of MC,) 
and SC,,) is conserved in V ‘5”) than in r(n) or K(tl). Our next result shows that 
Vcn, is in a certain sense optimal” 
THEOREM 3. Z&A E T ,,). 
nonnegative diagonal D, i k 
Then D,A + D, E r(,,, for all positive D, and 
A E I$,,>. In other words, V(,,, is the maximal 
diagonally invariant subcluss of r<,,. 
Proof. The “if” part is a direct consequence of Theorem 3(i). Hence, we 
show the “only if” part. Let A E T(,, and D,A + D, E T ,,> VD, positive and 
D, nonnegative diagonal. We have to show that for ai; a,PG(n) and all 
r < Z(A[a u PI), 
detA,[aUp]detA,[anp] <detA,[a]detA,[j3]. (5) 
This holds trivially in the following cases: 
a=P, anj3=0, a=0, p=0, IaUPlG2, 
and for t = Z(A[auP]), since A E TV,,. 
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Suppose 3a, P E (n), la U 81 a 3, a#j3, a,j3#0, an/3#0, and tE 
[0, I( A [ a U /3])), such that 
detA,[aU/3]detA,[anp] >detA,[a]detA,[p]. (6) 
W.1.o.g. we may assume that t # 0, and fix t now for the rest of the proof. We 
assume furthermore, that a U p is a set of minimal cardinality with this 
property. In other words, Vy,SG(n) with lyUFI<laUpl and Vt aZ(A[y 
u S]), (5) holds. 
ChoosenowjEa\(an&and 
Di: = 
1 
0 
1 
di 
1 
0 
with d j to be chosen later. By Lemma 2(b), we have det( DjA), [ a U /3] = 
djdet A,[a U /?I + (dj - 1)tdet A,[(a U /3) \ {j}] and det (DjA),[o] = 
djdetA,[a]+(dj-l)tdetA,[a\(j}]. By assumption DjA~7(,,) Vdj>O. 
Hence, Z(DjA[a U p]) 6 Z(DjA[a]), and this implies det((DjA)[a] - 
Z(DjA[aUj3])Z)>0. 
We now choose d j < 1 such that t = I(( Dj A)[ a U /3]), which is possible by 
Lemma 3 using the formula 
di - 1 
-= - detA,[auj?] 
di tdetA,[(oUP)\{j}] ’ 
where det A,[a U /I] > 0, det A,[(a u /3)\ { j}] > 0, 
( - cc,O]. Thus, we have 
and (dj - l)/dj E 
d.-1 
OgdetA,[a]+‘- d, tdetA,[a\{j)l 
I 
=detA,[a] _ detA,[aUBldetA,[a’{j}l t 
detA,[(aUP)\(j)] t . 
232 
Hence, 
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detA,[cw] > 
detA,[aUP] 
det4[(~WWIl 
detA,[cu\{j}]. 
then 
detA,[cuUp]detA,[cunp] 
>detA,[a]detA,[P] 
detA,[(vUP] 
’ detA,[(aUP)\{j)l 
detA,[cu\{j}]detA,[P], 
which implies 
detA,[(aUj3)\{j}]detA,[an/3]>detA,[a\{j}]detA,[p]. 
But this contradicts the minimal cardinality of cr U p. 
We have shown up to now that (5) holds for all LX, /3 G (n) and all 
0 < t < Z(A[a U p]). Now take D, = aD,, with a > 0. By assumption D,(A + 
cul) E r(,). Applying the same arguments as above, we see that for all (Y > 0, 
A + aZ satisfies (5). Hence, A E V&). n 
In the same way, we get the corresponding result for aCn) and R(,): 
THEOREM 4. Let A E ucnj. Then D,A + D, E a(,,) for all D, positive 
and D, nonnegative diagonal iff A E R (,,). 
4. FURTHER RESULTS ON V<,,) 
We have shown that VCn 
4 
has some nice properties, but we should point 
out that the way V(“, is de med is not very nice for practical purposes. In 
particular it is very difficult to check whether a matrix is in V(“,, for example 
with a computer. Thus, we would like to have a characterization of V’,,, by 
eigenvalues, similar to that for T(,). We don’t have a complete characteriza- 
tion, but we have at least the following necessary result. We don’t know 
whether it is sufficient. 
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THEOREM 5. L.etAERc,), n&Z. Then V~G 
V(Abl), &A[p \ { j}l)l, we have det A&l < 0. 
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(n), pZ0, and all t E 
Proof. We show first that VP E (n) and Vj EP, det(A[p] - Z(A[p \ 
{ j }])Z) G 0. Suppose not, i.e., 3~ c (n) and j EP such that det(A[p] - 
Z(A]P\{~]I)Z)>O. Let ~=m~{~I~~[~(A[~],Z(A[~~{j}ll,detA,[~]= 
O}. Then 3f E (f, Z(A[p \ { j}])) where det A,[p] > 0. Since A E R(,), we 
know that A + D E R(,) for aIf nonnegative diagonal D. Take 
0 
Di = 
0 
0 
dj 
0 
0 
‘j. 
O_ 
Then det(A + Dj)t[p] = det A[p]+ djdet A,[p \ {j}], and for dj suffi- 
ciently large, 
But this is a contradiction to A + Dj E R(,). 
NOW, we show by induction that VP c (n), Vj E ZJ, and Vt E 
[Z(A), Z(A[p \ { j }]], det A,[p] Q 0. For n = 2 this is trivial. Assume that for 
To” E %Y VP C (n), Vj E pcl, and Vt E [441), &A[p \ { j}l)l, det A,[pl 
Then let A E V 
[~NPI), &A[P \ {ifi? 
and suppose 3jE(n+l) and tEQ:= 
such that det A,[p] > 0. For any t = Z(A[(n + 1) \ 
{j}l>, detA,[(n+l)l<O. H ence, there must exist t,, tz E Q such that 
det A,{[(n + l)] = 0 for i = 1,2 and det A,[(n + l)] > 0 Vt E (tl, tz) and 
$detA,[(n+l)]=O forsome tE(tl,t2). 
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There cannot be a j, such that I( A[ (n + 1) \ { j, }]) E (t,, ts). Let j, be such 
that Z(A[(n+1)\{j,}])=:tj~=maxi,~,+,~{Z(A[(n+1)\{i}])}. Then 
vj~(n+l)\{j,} and~‘tE(Z(A[(n+l)\{j}]),tjOJwehavedetA,[(n 
+ 1) \ { j }] < 0, since by our inductive assumption 
detA,[(n+l)\{j}] ~0 
for all 
But (d/dt)(det A,[(n + l)]) must have at least one real root in Q. Hence, 
there exists a j E (n + 1) such that det A, [ (n + 1) \ { j }] has its second real 
root in Q, and this is a contradiction to the fact that det A, [ (n + 1) \ { j }] < 0 
for all t E [Z(A[(n + 1) \ {j}]), timI. n 
By examining the proof of Theorem 5, we get the following geometric 
interpretation: For A E V(,,> and p c (n), if A[pL] has more than one real 
root, then the two smallest real roots are separated by the minimal real root of 
any A[p \ { j }], j E p. For M-matrices this result follows by a theorem of Hall 
and Porshing [6, p. 2091. 
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